
Make Your Mark

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

A Big Hello to all  
our Customers

Thank you to all 
the customers who 
came to visit us at 
the recent PacPrint 
and Tropro tradeshows held around 
the east coast, from Melbourne to 
Brisbane, over May and June.

These shows were a great success for 
Rowmark Australia, providing us with 
the opportunity to connect with existing 
and new customers as we showcase 
the extensive and sensational range of 
products that Rowmark can offer the 
market. 

To all our WA customers who dropped 
in and said “What about us”?  We are 
pleased to let you know we will be a 
part of the Recongition Expo coming  
to WA in the last week of August.  
I am looking forward to catching 
up and meeting customers on the 
other side of this big, beautiful and 
Rowmarkable country.

And remember, quality does matter. 
Your customers want the best. 

Best Regards,

Cory Bourne, CEO

T: 1300 023 370   F: 02 8580 4450  
E: sales@rowmark.com.au

Unit 10/167 Prospect Hwy, Seven Hills NSW 2147
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FINER DINING 
– Menu Ready, Nerida Cooper

Nerida started Menu Ready fairly recently, 
but has already achieved success and 
delivered some really eye catching work. 

“My company began in my head 18 months 
ago and is only now coming to fruition,” said 
Nerida. “There are many components being 
used to produce the end product that I am 
happy with, so there has been a of learning 
along the way.”

Although having dabbled with design 
previously, she had no prior experience 
working with a Rotary engraver. So, she has 
been able to achieve a lot in a very short 
period of time, not only coming to terms 
with the engraver’s capabilities but also 
understanding what can and can’t be done 
with the materials available. 

“I enjoy using the engraving machine and 
discovering all the results which can be 

achieved,” says Nerida. “I love the balance 
of creativity with the need to be precise 
with the measurements and tools required 
for each job. Every project is a blend of 
both disciplines and that combination suits 
me. It’s very satisfying to balance working 
with advanced technology and designing 
and typing up the menus. I like to give the 
customer the full menu – the cover and the 
printed menu. The chef should spend their 
time creating in the kitchen, whereas I can 
create the menu and make sure it is set out 
and printed to their specifications.”

The desire to learn, combined with the need 
to be exact, is producing terrific results. The 
latest project Nerida is working on shows 
just how far she has come, as she develops 
and delivers wooden menu boards for 
’Gusti’, a very upmarket Italian restaurant. 

For this project, Nerida chose to use the 
Hardwood Range from Rowmark Australia. 

“I love the Hardwood range from Rowmark,” 
says Nerida. “I tried lots of different types of 
wood but the 3mm Harwood range is strong 
to withstand the daily use in the restaurant 
and the finish achieved using the engraver 
is great.  

/// Continued on page 3

With the advent of Master Chef, My 
Kitchen Rules, Hell’s Kitchen and 
a plethora of other shows about 
perfecting the dining experience. 
It is no wonder that restaurateurs 
– looking for that something extra 
special to whet the appetites of 
their clients – are turning to Nerida 
Cooper and her business ‘Menu 
Ready’ to create impeccable 
looking menus using a Rotary 
engraver and Rowmark products. 



Our Sign of the Month packs are excellent value with a ready to make 
Rowmarkable sign, all set to go, with cdr fabrication files and all materials  
for you to replicate this month’s sign.

Featuring Rowmark’s quality performers; the Premium Hardwoods, ColorHues, 
LaserMAX and ADA laminates, this pack represents the most cost-effective 
combination of Rowmark materials you can get to make a sign.

With over 2000 products, from 28 different product groups, we know many 
customers are unaware of the diverse and different solutions Rowmark can deliver.

We see this as a creative way for you to try different products and concepts that  
can easily be customised to create new display signs or to suit potential customers.

SOM material packs are charged out on a square millimetre rate for ONLY the material required.  
Fabricate using a laser, rotary engraver, incorporate UV-LED print or else use a combination of your equipment to show case your expertise.

Our SOM packs will provide you with a creative sign that you can use to pitch for new business, so take the opportunity to adapt these design 
files to make them your own.

“Make your Mark” and “Make it Count” with Rowmark 
laminates.

For SOM costs and any additional information 
please email tom@rowmark.com.au

T: 1300 023 370   F: 02 8580 4450   E: sales@rowmark.com.au Unit 10/167 Prospect Hwy, Seven Hills NSW 2147

CORELDRAW

TIPS AND

TECHNIQUES

Sample Fabrication Piece 
Sizes.  Does not reflect 
minimum sheet sizes

Pieces 
included in 
SOM pack

For 
Estimating 
pieces per 
full sheet

For 
Estimating 
pieces 1/4 

sheet

341-201 ColorHues White Opaque 3mm 600mm x 300m 1 4 1

RW1224125MAH Mahogany Hardwoods 3mm 
w/adhesive

300mm x 300mm 1 2 2

RW1224125MAP Maple Hardwoods 3mm w/adhesive 300mm x 300mm 1 2 2

321-771 ADA Gold 1.6mm with adhesive 75mm x 75mm 1 72 18

LM922-204 LaserMAX white/black w/adhesive 120mm x 400mm 1 15 2
311-601 ADA red 0.8mm w/adhesive 50mmx100mm 1 144 36
311-201 ADA Bright White w/adhesive 150mm x 50mm 1 96 24

LM922-754 LaserMAX European Gold/Black 
w/adhesive

150mm x 200mm 1 30 6

ROWMARK                                PREMIUM 
HARDWOODS Combination  - Brewery 

Directional 

SIGN OF THE MONTH: Rowmarkable 

Point 1: This chart is 
good to put through 
your laser as a standard 
grayscale colour chart.

Point 2: You can laser 
the chart onto whatever 
material you are wanting 
to use in your laser. 
Using your laser 
machine’s printer driver 
and selecting the correct 
DPI, POWER & SPEED 
for the desired result. 
This will control the 
darkness that you wish 
to see on your material.

Go to:  
https://goo.gl/FiCuKU 
to download.  
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Corel Draw X7 file/ Grayscale Matrix for checking DPI with Photo quality on materials. Corel Draw X7 file / Grayscale Matrix for checking DPI with Photo Quality on Materials
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SIGN
OF THE

HOW IT WORKS
1   Email PO to sales@rowmark.com.au
2   Limit one pack per company.
3   All SOM pack are available to all Rowmark account customers.
4   Non account customers limit of 8 packs only per SOM issue 

and payment required before dispatch.
5  Request file option pdf or cdr and state Corel Version.
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Make Your Mark

People are often fanatical about making sure their car gets regularly serviced. We need to think 
about our bodies in the same way. Many people pay attention to their cars, but not their bodies. 
Men especially ignore small changes or warning signs and too often wait until a major health 
scare forces them to seek the advice of a health professional.

Health professionals advocate regular checks of certain indicators to identify potential problems 
before they can have major impact on health.

Anyone over 40 is advised to have regular health screening for simple things like blood pressure  
and cholesterol levels. Other tests might include an exercise stress test and bone density 
measures. As well as regular health checks, I recommend you have regular fitness test to see 
that you are keeping yourself in the best possible shape. This could include measures of aerobic capacity, strength and flexibility. 

Businesses that grow and prosper are ones that conduct their own “health” checks regularly.  
As one of the most essential element in your business, don’t forget to apply the same strategic thinking to your health!
David is a highly qualified exercise physiologist, speaker and presenter specialising in aging and wellbeing. His series of humorous illustration that are thought out 
the book highlights his serious message that health is our greatest asset in old age and that your attitude makes the difference between thriving and surviving. 
Further details about David can be found at davidbeard.co and exercise.com.au

Health and Wellness – Get Checked Out Regularly
With each edition we would like to share extracts and illustrations from 

David Beards great little book called, “If I’d only known I’d live this long”.

With a growing demand for natural 
products, Rowmark’s Premium 
Hardwoods add a touch of class, 
elegance, nostalgia, ruggedness, strength 
or warmth to any type of product.
Constructed of five single-ply, high quality hardwood 
layers (or veneers) that are laminated together with 
the wood grains stacked at right angles to each 
other for added strength, stiffness and dimensional 
stability. 
This collection of Oak, Maple, Walnut, Mahogany 
and Cherry laminates are laserable on both sides 
and available in 3mm and 6mm in stock sheet sizes 
of 300 x 600mm and 450 x 600mm and are not 
sealed allowing users to stain the material to achieve 
the desired finish.

The Hardwood Collection meets a wide variety 
of application needs, from architectural, craft and 
artistry projects to awards and recognition pieces, 
custom gifts and promotional products. 

Product Highlights

ROWMARK’S 
PREMIUM HARDWOODS

Walnut is my preferred finish because the 
textures are so interesting, each piece is 
different and the contrast when engraving 
the logo deep into the material is so 
effective.”

“I’m also working on the other side of my 
creative branch, which is making menu 
covers with both traditional and funky 
fun fabrics. They have creative twists 
to make the menu covers enhance any 
environment.”

Nerida first saw the Rowmark range at 
their stand at the Visual Impact show in 
Sydney last year. Chatting with Yvonne, 
Nerida was impressed by both the 
range of materials and finishes available, 
but also by the fact that Rowmark 
Australia provides an extensive range 
of product data sheets. Rather like the 
menus Nerida creates, the practical 
knowledge shared along with the data 
sheets provide all the information a 
Rotary engraver operator could want 

to know with regards 
technical settings. This 
information is an incredible time 
and money saver. 

“The Rowmark Australia stand 
was great,” says Nerida. “Yvonne 
was enthusiastic and willing to share 
sample products so that I could play 
with all the options available. As I’ve 
learnt over the past year, Yvonne is 
surrounded by likeminded, enthusiastic 
people working at Rowmark. Tom, 
Ben and Cory are more than happy to 
spend time helping you, and sharing 
their knowledge and ideas as to how to 
achieve my end vision. Their knowledge, 
efficiency and passion for the product 
they sell is very impressive. As a business 
owner and operator, you can’t ask for 
more than that.”

The Rowmark team is equally impressed 
by what Nerida has achieved. Cory 
Bourne, CEO Rowmark Australia 
commented, “It’s great to see the tried 
and true rotary work horses are still 
extremely productive & innovative in a 
market that is still important to Rowmark 
Australia”.
Nerida’s creative space is located on the 
border of Coolangatta and Tweed Heads. 
Nerida can be contacted on  
0421 711 251. 
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